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Design Description 
The undergraduate students have designed a desktop and mobile friendly version of the Oklahoma soil 

conservation app. The design covers the following scenarios: 1) users post questions they have, 2) 

scientists reply to asked questions, 3) app managers post relevant articles, 4) users search for resources 

and 5) introduce a frequently asked questions page about using the app. The overall design of the app is 

simple yet intuitive. There is help text to guide users throughout the navigation of the website. The 

home page has a map of Oklahoma broken down by region that allows users to search by county to get 

a list of relevant resources for their area of interest.    

Identification of UI Domain 
The user interface domain of the Oklahoma soil health conservation app is a forum. The main 

functionality of the application is to allow Oklahoma landowners and lot owners in both rural and urban 

environments to have easy access to information regarding best practices of soil conservation. Users of 

the app will be obtaining this information by utilizing the “ask a scientist” functionality. It is likely that 

users of the application will have specific questions they would like to know and will post those 

questions through the forum where scientists may then reply to these posted questions.  

The application offers other means of users receiving information. It is possible a user will have a 

question that was already answered or has a more general question, such as a question about seed 

companies available in their county. In the situation where the user has a question that has already 

been answered, the user would be able to view previously posted questions with responses and find the 

answer to the question they have. For a more general question, users have the ability to search for 

resources by county and/or region.   

Heuristic Usability Principles 
1. Mobile first 

Many of the users of the Oklahoma Soil Health app will be accessing the application from a 

mobile device. Utilizing mobile first design principles during implementation of the application 

will ensure mobile users will have an enjoyable experience, alongside tablet and desktop users.  

2. Relatable language 

Users of the soil health app will range in age and technology experience. The app is addressing 

the concern of soil health conservation practices which has its own language that very few will 

be familiar with. It’s important that the application is implemented with language that all users 

will be able to understand and easily navigate through the app.  

3. Minimize the steps for the user 

The soil health app has multiple scenarios on how the user can interact with the app and 

navigate through it. The two most anticipated scenarios for users are 1) posting questions and 2) 

searching for resources. When users are performing these tasks, it’s important to keep the 

process as simple and straightforward for the user. Minimizing the steps of tasks will aid in 

keeping the user engaged and relaxed when using the app.   

4. Consistency and simplicity 

Navigating from page to page within the app should be the same through the app. Users 

shouldn’t have to guess what to do next or what the next step is. The layout of the app should 



remain the same throughout so that users know they are still in the soil health app. Overtime, 

this consistency will build familiarity with the users.  

5. Help and documentation  

It has been said that the best designed websites don’t need help text and/or documentation. 

Knowing that a portion of the audience of the soil health app may not be comfortable using 

apps, having a means of a “guided walkthrough” to assist users in either creating an account or 

posting a question could alleviate simple problems that may arise when using the soil health 

app.   

Usability Problems 
The design the undergraduate students came up with for the soil health app is simple and takes into 

account the multiple devices users may access the app from. From the design, there are a few usability 

problems that can be identified.  

1. Navigation bar language for “Questions” 

Usability principle violated: relatable language  

The current language in the design for users to navigate to the page to post a question says 

“Questions”. This could pose to be unclear to some users as it may be interpreted as questions 

regarding the app itself. To alleviate this issue, “Questions” on the navigation bar could be 

changed to “post a question” to make it more clear to the user what the button is for.  

2. Accessing the Frequently Asked Questions view 

Usability principle violated: help and documentation  

The design discusses the FAQ will have questions and answers posted about the app and how to 

use it for users to navigate to if they are in need of technical assistance or have a question about 

functionality of the app. The FAQ view does not appear to be accessible from any of the designs. 

The FAQ could appear as an additional view on the navigation bar. In the use scenario described 

in the cognitive walkthrough of Lucy experiencing a 404 error, viewing the FAQ could be a 

suggested option instead of just having the option to return to the home page.  

3. Cancel/delete on “ask a question” view 

Usability principle violated: consistency and simplicity  

On the post a question view for users, there is a submit button at the bottom of the view. There 

is no cancel button to go along with the submit button. Although there is a navigation bar at the 

top for the user to move to other views, the user may not find that as an obvious means to 

cancel their question. Having a cancel button along with a submit button at the bottom of the 

view follows along with how users interact with the page starting from the top to the bottom. 

The user shouldn’t have to look for how to cancel or exit a view.  

4. Save and finish later option on answer question view 

Usability principle violated: consistency and simplicity  

Only admins of the application are able to go through posted questions and respond to them. 

Currently, the admin only has the options to submit their response or lose the response they 

have typed thus far if they log out of the app.  

5. Mobile version of “find vendors” view 

Usability principle violated: mobile first  

The current layout of the “find vendors” view includes a table that is quite extensive. The table 

as it is currently designed may not transfer well to a mobile device.  



 

6. “View all” option on “find vendors” view 

Usability principle violated: Minimize the steps for the user 

The current design of the “find vendors” view has a list at the bottom of the view to navigate 

between the pages. This list should be accessible at the top and bottom of the view so that the 

user does not need to scroll to navigate to the next or previous page. There could also be an 

option to “view all vendors” so that users do not need to navigate between pages at all and can 

just scroll through the entire list, similar to options when shopping online.  

Critical Usability Concerns  
Critical design concerns are potential usability problem that would prevent the user from performing 

essential tasks.  

The usability problem of admins not having a “save and finish later” option on the answer question view 

poses a critical usability concern. This is because an admin could want to check with a co-worker to 

confirm part of their response before submitting. It’s also possible while the admin is typing their 

response, they don’t have time to finish before leaving for the day or before their next meeting starts. 

To address these use cases, admins should be able to save their response and come back to them later. 

The usability problem of the “find vendors” view not being mobile friendly is also a critical usability 

concern. It is expected that the majority of users will be accessing the app from a mobile device. One of 

the main tasks users will be performing on the app is looking for resources. Not having a mobile friendly 

view of the table could make it more challenging for mobile users to perform this task of viewing 

resources. For example, a mobile user is browsing vendors and sees the list of vendors in a table. In 

order to access the link for the vendor, the user has to scroll to the side. To view the remaining pages, 

the user has to click through the different pages. The process of viewing the vendors becomes slow and 

tedious and the user decides to quite searching for the vendor he’s looking for. Having a vendor table 

that is mobile friendly is important to the overall usability of the soil health app.   


